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Basics and Abstract 

Photographers explore ideas and processes independently but exist in a 

wider history, often building on the work of others but adapting these to 

address personal, cultural or universal themes.  

 

Contextual refers to the (art) work of others, artists, designers, or cul-

tures. 

 

The phrase standing on the shoulders of giants refers to the process of 

leaning from people the great artists of the past.  

By stepping back from your  work you can see it clearer and are able to 

notice compositional and proportional mistakes easier.  

Uta Barth – photographer specialising in pictures that capture a sense of 

a place through abstracted blurred focus. , she manipulates the depth of 

field* to generate abstracted outcomes.  

Bernd & Hilla Becher – photographers that specialised in Typology* pho-

tography 

Duane Micheals work explores sequencing and narrative.  

Amy Friend is a contemporary photographer who is famous for a collec-

tion of work called dare alla luce, which means to give birth in Italian. She 

pricks holes in old photographs to explore ideas of memory, what is visi-

ble, narratives, and also commenting on the process of photography itself 

–photos are made by capturing light, in her work she returns the light to 

these photos.  

Edward Weston is an early twentieth century photographer whose work 

typically revealed and celebrated the intricate details found in natural 

forms. The photos are black and white and lit to emphasise the shapes 

Our Society 

Willie Doherty is a contemporary photographer who documented the experience of growing up in North-

ern Ireland during ‘the troubles’. His work typically shows empty, seemingly unvalued urban landscapes. 

These are presented in monochrome with a few words placed over the image that provide a sort of frame 

or guide to view the work through. These are not captions and are most successful when there is a bit of 

space for thinking and interpretation between the words and the image.  

Lee Frielander is an American street photographer who began working in the 1960’s, his most  famous 

collection of work is set in New York city, which he moved to in 1956. 

His work is characterised by both reflections but also by his own appearance in the pictures, either by 

reflection or by shadow.  

Antoine Gieger is a contemporary photographer who explores our current relationship with technology, 

specifically mobile phones, in digitally edited surreal images.  
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Term by Term 

Developing a theme 

 

Sustained and focussed investigations are characterised by in-depth research and analysis, that identifies contextual factors that 

influence the work of own and other artists work.  

First hand observation means looking at work directly, in a gallery or less formal setting. 

Adding the words ‘interview’ or ‘article’ to a web search about an artist is the most effective way fo making successful contextual 

links, identifying the concepts, and practice of the selected artist. 

Working in series, producing multiple pieces with small changes and variation is the best way to show development and refine-

ment. 

By understanding the properties of media, by knowing what marks and forms it takes it is possible to choose the best media for 

the chosen piece of work. 

Recording ideas is demonstrated by both the technical skill and overall impact of the work but also by the appropriate use of me-

dia. 

Personal and meaningful responses are outcomes that build on prior work, based on students own ideas. 

Realising intentions means successfully completing work that is planned, original, and makes reference to the work of others.  

Making connections between visual and other elements means how successful students are at learning from the work of others, 

what specific visual elements, working practices, techniques or concepts has the student been inspired by and importantly, what 

have they added and how has this knowledge been used to inform their own  original work. 

Pastiche is a simple copy of the work of another, without any personal touches, this is to be avoided. 
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Term by Term 

Personal Project 

The related study is an extended written response that links to the main investigation project and explore the genre, subject matter, movement or historical framework of the 

overarching starting point, course of study or theme selected. 

The aim of the related study is to enable learners to develop their ability to communicate their knowledge and understanding of art historical movements, genres, practitioners 

and artworks, considering the way that these change and evolve within chronological and other frameworks. It also builds their understanding of the relationship between soci-

ety and art: art historical terms, concepts and issues; methods of researching, investigating and analysing; and how works are interpreted and evaluated 

Writing for the Related study and when researching artists in general, should be more evaluative and analytical, rather than descriptive, critically analysing and developing in-

sights into selected historical and contemporary references 

 

A mind map should be presented creatively, showing technical skill and appropriate design decisions, linked to the chosen theme. A mind map is a visual piece that sets out 

your initial thoughts and planned routes of enquiry (what you intend to examine and explore during your project.) 

First hand observation means looking at work directly, in a gallery or less formal setting. 

Adding the words ‘interview’ or ‘article’ to a web search about an artist is the most effective way of making successful contextual links, identifying the concepts, and practice of 

the selected artist. 

Working in series, producing multiple pieces with small changes and variation is the best way to show development and refinement, reflecting critically on own work.  

Recording ideas is demonstrated by both the technical skill and overall impact of the work but also by the appropriate use of media. 

Artists should understand the overall conventions of genres but not be restricted by them, deciding which characteristics to challenge and change.  

Personal and meaningful responses are outcomes that build on prior work,based on students own ideas. 

Realising intentions means successfully completing work that is planned, original, and makes reference to the work of others. 

Making connections between visual and other elements means how successful students are at learning from the work of others, what specific visual elements, working practic-

es, techniques or concepts has the student been inspired by and importantly, what have they added and how has this knowledge been used to inform their own  orginal work. 

Pastiche is a simple copy of the work of another, without any personal touches, this is to be avoided. 
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